


AN AWARD-WINNING TEAM

Gemma Jarvis 
    & Beauty Lounge team x

Our Gold-Award Team will take away all unnecessary stress. Ideally located 
in the picturesque seaside town of Tankerton, easily accessible and offering 
unbeatable opening hours. For first-class treatment at affordable prices why 
not treat yourself or a loved one at the Beauty Lounge today! Gift vouchers 
are available. We look forward to meeting you and helping you unwind...
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Got 10 minutes?
Choose dermalogica
SkinSolver® treatment

This 10 minute express seated treatment is your ticket to glowing
skin in a flash. Let your professional skin therapist show you 
professional hacks that get you the maximum results in healthy 
skin. Ideal if you are new to skin treatments or in need of a skin
pick-me up or prior to a special event.

10 mins  ....................................................................... £10.00

dermalogica FaceMapping®

Choose dermalogica
Skin Analysis

As part of every dermalogica skin treatment, you will receive 
a complimentary face-mapping skin analysis. This in-depth 
complimentary skin analysis, coupled with a discussion on your 
key concerns, will give you an incredible personal insight into why 
your skin is the way it is. Leave armed with a full understanding of 
how to have the best skin you can have and plenty of professional 
tips on getting the most out of your home-care. May be 
booked separately as a 10 minute complimentary service.

10 mins  .........................................................  Complimentary

Got 30 minutes?
Choose dermalogica
MicroZone® treatment

In just 30 minutes you have an effective skin treatment. Yes, just 30
minutes! No, you won’t get the full-on massage and layers of 
steps, but you will get a high impact treatment to target a specific 
concern. Want to look brighter? Have a targeted exfoliation.
Want replenishment? Focus on serums and masques. It’s amazing 
what you can achieve in half an hour. This is a firm favourite with 
those who have minimal time and is great value for money.

30 mins  ....................................................................... £30.00

Got 60 minutes?
Choose dermalogica®

Expert active treatment

Acid peels and treatment serums and masques driven into the
skin using advanced technology like Ultra Sonic and LED. Today’s
modern peels leave skin looking incredibly fresh and healthy while
feeling smooth and calm. No downtime, just amazing skin. And all
that technology simply boosts results to another level, targeting lines,
reducing brown spots and healing breakouts. This is the treatment
for people who have more serious concerns regarding ageing,
breakouts, hydration, and want to see results fast.

60 mins  ....................................................................... £68.00
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Got 75 minutes?
Choose dermalogica®

Prescriptive treatment
Ah, just breathe. If life feels just too busy and your skin and body
are shouting ‘help me!’, this is what you need. 75 minutes in the 
hands of an expert skin therapist who will not only personalise a 
skin treatment just for you but will also calm your mind and soothe 
your body in a world of relaxation. Professional double cleansing, 
exfoliation, face-mapping skin analysis, aromatherapy massage, 
treatment serums, masques, hot towels… it’s all on the agenda!

75 mins ................................................................. £49.50
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CACI
Jowl Lift

Developed to specifically target muscle laxity around the jawline.
Using quad-probes specially designed to lift and firm the muscles
and refine facial contours.

20 mins  ....................................................................... £20.00
Course of 10  ............................................................. £180.00

CACI ULTIMATE
Non Surgical Face Lift

An advanced, non-invasive facial, with twenty years medical 
research behind it. The treatment can deliver visible results without 
the need for surgery. Tiny electrical impulses will lift and tone the 
facial muscles, whilst improving skin elasticity and reducing the 
appearance of fine-lines and wrinkles.

60 mins  ....................................................................... £48.00
Maintenance  ............................................................... £44.00
Course of 10  ............................................................. £440.00

CACI
Non Surgical Face Lift
with Jowl Lift

Micro-current is used to lift and tone the facial muscles. Extra work 
is performed around the jawline to refine and contour the jowls.

60 mins  ....................................................................... £65.00

CACI
Crystal-free
Microdermabrasion Facial

Combining crystal free microdermabrasion with LED light therapy.
It will exfoliate the skin using a unique technology, to reveal a 
smoother, brighter complexion. Electrical stimulation will target  
lines and wrinkles, providing a non-invasive alternative to collagen
injections. Heals the skin and triggers tissue repair. Complete with a
cooling, hydrating gel mask, it’s the perfect facial for dull, dehydrated 
skin, focusing on pigmentation and scarring.

45 mins  ....................................................................... £49.50
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CACI
Active Acne
LED phototherapy is clinically proven to treat acne concerns.
Red and Blue light therapy is renowned for their anti-bacterial,
anti-inflammatory and wound healing properties. We use light
therapy to heal the skin and the Hydro Mask to provide an instant
soothing and calming action. This therapy is excellent at reducing 
redness and irritation.

30 mins ................................................................. £36.00

CACI ULTIMATE
Anti-ageing Facial
The Ultimate Anti-ageing treatment is an advanced facial which
focuses on all your anti-ageing concerns. The Ultimate procedure 
incorporates muscle lifting and toning, microdermabrasion, LED 
light therapy, plumping of fine-lines and wrinkles. Includes a 
hydrating gel mask to rejuvenate and brighten the skin.

90 mins ................................................................. £75.00
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Massage

Manage stress; decrease anxiety, enhance sleep quality, boost 
energy levels, improve concentration, increase circulation and 
reduce fatigue.

Full Body Massage | 60 mins   .................................... £48.00
Full Body Massage (inc Face & Scalp) | 75 mins  ....... £58.00
Back & Shoulder Massage | 30 mins   ......................... £30.00

Remedial Massage

Remedial massage is focused on one area using a combination 
of deep tissue and sports techniques. It will help prevent injury as 
well as combat existing muscle tightness, pain and soreness.

45 mins  ....................................................................... £35.00

Pregnancy Massage

This massage will help increase blood circulation, which in turn, 
will help to deliver more oxygen and nutrients to mother and baby.
 
75 mins  ....................................................................... £50.00

Thai Foot Work

Therapeutic massage of the soles of the feet and lower legs.
The aim is to stimulate reflex lines/points.

30 mins  ....................................................................... £30.00

Indian Head Massage

We hold most of our tension in our scalp. The benefits of the 
Indian head massage are really rather essential to our well-being, 
and can assist with a variety of physical and emotional issues and 
concerns.

30 mins  ....................................................................... £30.00

Hot Stone Therapy

Smooth heated rocks are used to massage the muscles and  
penetrate 5 x deeper than the therapist’s hand - wonderfully relaxing.

Hot Stone Back | 35 mins  ........................................... £35.00
Hot Stone Full Body | 75 mins  .................................... £58.00

Self Tanning

Sienna X spray tanning gives a flawless natural looking tan without 
skin damage, enabling you to look beautifully tanned all year round. 
 
Half Body  .................................................................... £15.00
Full Body  .................................................................... £22.50
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NEOM HAPPINESS

Surrounded with a complex blend of 7 of the most potent first 
pressed oils including white neroli, mimosa & lemon, this treatment 
begins with a guided meditation, reflexology and breathing exercises 
all designed to lift your mood. Your skin will be lightly buffed head-
to-toe using Neom Body Scrub, with invigorating oils of wild mint 
and mandarin. By applying techniques of shiatsu, cranio, Thai 
massage and trigger point touch, we work to decrease stress levels 
and release endorphins. This purposeful combination of thoughtful 
touches will lift your spirits, relax you and leave you feeling like the 
best version of you.
 
 
90 mins  ....................................................................... £90.00 

NEOM ENERGISE

Using changes in temperature, speed-of-touch and different textures
this treatment begins with the Neom Body Scrub with its potently 
invigorating oils of wild mint and mandarin. Your skin will be buffed
head-to-toe, left feeling amazingly uplifted and ready to be fully 
enveloped in the Neom energising cream clay wrap. The stimulating
essential oils of grapefruit, lemon and rosemary penetrate the skin  
and allow for detoxification, whilst you experience a 20 minute 
face and scalp pressure point massage plus specialist reflexology 
techniques. This treatment allows you to stop, unplug and then 
reboot. Your senses will be awakened and your body and mind will
be given a boost of natural energy. 
 
90 mins  ....................................................................... £90.00

NEOM SLEEP

Enter a room, deeply scented with Neom Tranquillity™ fragrance.  
An extraordinary blend of 19, first pressed essential oils including 
English lavender, sweet basil and jasmine which was blended with 
one purpose: to induce deep sleep. The treatment begins with a 
peaceful guided meditation, reflexology and breathing techniques. 
Throughout, we drizzle the Neom Intensive Skin Treatment Candle oil 
over the skin, including key stress relieving points on the head, face, 
neck and back, using the very best techniques of shiatsu, cranio,  
Thai massage and trigger point work. Prepare to be lost in a blissful 
state, ready for a deep night’s sleep.

90 mins  ....................................................................... £90.00

NEOM DE-STRESS

The complex blend of 24 first pressed essential oils in our Real 
Luxury™ fragrance, including lavender, jasmine & Brazilian 
rosewood, creates a de-stressing environment the moment you 
enter the room, with a peaceful guided meditation, reflexology and 
breathing techniques. Throughout, we drizzle the Neom Intensive 
Skin Treatment Candle oil over the skin, and provide specialist 
massage to key stress relieving points of head, face, neck and back.  
We harness the very best techniques of shiatsu, cranio, Thai 
massage and trigger point work. This treatment allows tension to 
drift away and for a calm new you to be uncovered. 
 
90 mins  ....................................................................... £90.00
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Maintenance

Top-up (max 3 weeks) | 15 mins  ................................. £15.00
Express Set (including Tint)  ........................................ £45.00
Semi-permanent Set (including Tint)  .......................... £65.00
Eyelash Removal  ........................................................ £10.00

Nouveau® Semi-permanent Eyelashes*

Everyday, holidays, problem lashes (short/gaps).
State-of-the-art individual lash extensions. Applied following our 
innovative weight-for-weight guidance, for the ultimate professional 
finish. Added length and volume with a flawless finish. They’ll look 
like all your own lashes!

Effects last up to 8 weeks | Maintenance required ..... £60.00

LVL® Lash Lifting Treatment*

Everyday, special occasions, holidays.
Revolutionary treatment that adds length, volume and lift to your 
natural lashes, creating an enhanced look. Additional lash tint 
creates a mascara-like effect.

Effects last 6-8 weeks | Low maintenance   ................ £43.00

Nouveau® Express Lashes*

Special occasions, holidays, problem lashes (short/gaps).
Depending on the look you’re seeking to create, your technician 
will apply individual extensions for an impactful finish. Longer,  
thicker lashes tailored to your desired look.
 
Effects last 2 weeks  .................................................... £40.00

Tinting

Eyelash Tint*  ............................................................... £13.00
Eyebrow Tint*  ............................................................... £9.00
Eyelash & Eyebrow Tint*  ............................................. £19.00

*Patch test required 24 hours prior to treatment
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Waxing

Back ............................................................................ £22.00

Bikini  ........................................................................... £12.50

Brazilian  ...................................................................... £25.00

Chin  .............................................................................. £7.00

Chest  .......................................................................... £22.00

Eyebrow  ........................................................................ £9.00

Eyebrow, Lip & Chin  ................................................... £19.00

Face  ...........................................................................  £15.00

Fore Arm  ..................................................................... £13.00

Full Arm  ...................................................................... £16.00

Full Leg  ....................................................................... £26.50

Full Leg & Bikini  .......................................................... £34.50

Half Leg  ...................................................................... £17.00

Half Leg & Bikini  ......................................................... £26.50

Hollywood  .................................................................. £28.00

Lip  ................................................................................. £7.00

Under Arm  .................................................................. £11.00

Threading

Chin  .............................................................................. £7.00

Eyebrow  ........................................................................ £8.50

Eyebrow, Lip & Chin  ................................................... £19.50

Face  ............................................................................ £17.00

Lip  ................................................................................. £7.00

Lip & Chin  ................................................................... £12.00
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On like a polish,
wears like a gel,

and off in minutes!
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Jessica® Prescriptive Manicure

Nails are analysed and treated for their specific type. Manicure 
includes exfoliation, massage and cuticle care. Nails are shaped 
and treated with a prescriptive base-coat before finishing with the 
perfect polish.

45 mins  ....................................................................... £25.00
File & Polish | 20 mins  ................................................ £13.00

Gentlemen’s Club Hand & Nail Care

Hands are exfoliated to remove dryness and massaged with 
treatment creams. Cuticles are conditioned and groomed and nails 
are trimmed and shaped.

30 mins  ....................................................................... £20.00

Executive Foot-care For Men

A relaxing and grooming foot and leg treatment. Hard skin is 
removed, feet and legs are massaged with deep conditioning 
creams leaving them softer and smoother. Cuticles will be made 
neat and tidy and toenails will be perfectly shaped.

45 mins  ....................................................................... £26.00

Polished Princess (12 yrs & under)

Mini Diva for the day with glittery, glamorous nails, pampered,
polished with precious gems added to complete the look!

20 mins  ....................................................................... £13.00

ShellacTM  Nail Treatments

Luxury Shellac | 45 mins  ................................................ £28.00
Express Shellac | 30 mins  .............................................. £22.00
Shellac Pedicure | 75 mins  ............................................. £37.00
Repairs  .......................................................................... £3.00
Soak-off* | 30 mins  ........................................................ £13.50
*Complimentary when having gel re-applied

ZenSpa Pedicure

Choose between energising ginger, calming green tea or revitalising 
citrus for this luxury foot and leg treatment. Hard skin will be removed, 
feet and legs will be massaged with deep conditioning creams leaving 
them softer and smoother. Your cuticles will be groomed and your 
toenails will be beautifully shaped and perfectly polished.

60 mins  ....................................................................... £33.00



On like a polish,
wears like a gel,

and off in minutes!
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FACIAL AESTHETICS

Fine-line Wrinkle Treatments*

GO BACK IN TIME!

Dr. Ken Alyward

You can’t go back in time but your skin can!

Treatments  ............................................................. From £125.00

*Consultation recommended
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@beautylounge105

www.facebook.com/BeautyLounge105

beautylounge105

GET SOCIAL

CONTACT US

105 Tankerton Road, Whitstable, Kent CT5 2AJ

01227 266 060
enquiries@beautyloungewhitstable.com
beautyloungewhitstable.com

T:
E:
W:

Monday  09.00 - 17.00
Tuesday  09.00 - 17.00
Wednesday  09.00 - 20.00
Thursday  09.00 - 20.00
Friday   09.00 - 17.00
Saturday  08.00 - 16.00
Sunday  Closed

OPENING HOURS


